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clinical and non-clinical business solutions.
Our team allows advanced sourcing and screening technologies to create more 

personal time to spend with you, learning your business and defining your 

most critical requirements. From discovery to clinical development to market 

authorization, we can connect you with the expert talent that’s right for your 

organization.

securing talent with specialized skills. 
Randstad Life Sciences’ extensive global network and innovative sourcing tools 

allow us to locate even the hardest-to-find candidates, including passive job 

seekers. Our vast presence allows for diversified knowledge of global regulations 

and the ability to provide temporary, onsite needs in many different regions and 

countries. This effectiveness means you’ll have less to worry about, like missed 

deadlines due to insufficient headcount or the urgency to find qualified candidates 

for mission-critical positions.  

a portfolio of offerings tailored to the drug-
development lifecycle.
We deliver customized business solutions to help you achieve your long-term 

business objectives, whether exploring industry advancements, expanding into 

new markets or simply reducing costs. It’s our business to understand yours. We 

have first-hand knowledge of the life sciences field and understand the dynamic 

of today’s pharmaceutical market. We know how to build a cohesive team that can 

move your compound to market efficiently and cost effectively. Rely on us to do 

everything in our power to make your studies and projects successful.
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Customized staffing and solutions.
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A sampling of the staffing categories we place includes:

biometrics

clinical IT

clinical operations

medical writing

pharmacovigilance

regulatory affairs

scientific

 

When you connect with us, our team becomes your partner and your advocate in 

business operations. 

We look forward to exceeding your expectations. 
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